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INTRODUCTION

That portion of the Internet known as the World Wide Web
has been riding an exponential growth curve since 1994

interface Mosaic for “browsing” theWorldWideWeb (Hoff-

hosts are connected to the Internet worldwide (Network

on arguably one of the most important communication in-

mass, somesocial scientistshavebegun toexaminecarefully
the policy implications of current demographic patterns of

is the concern that the Internet may not scale economically

country have at least one computer connected to the Internet,

but correlated strongly with income and education (Coley,

Internet for school work, and almost two-thirds use e-mail to

-
der gap in Internet use appears to be closing over time and
that Internet users are increasingly coming from the ranks

We believe these issues represent the most pressing un-
answered questions concerning access and the impact of
the digital
article is intended to stimulate discussion among scholars
and policymakers interested in how differences in Internet
access and use among different segments in our society af-
fect their ability to participate and reap the rewards of that

we have reviewed the most recent research investigating
the relationship of race to Internet access and usage over

discussion among scholars and policymakers interested in
the issue of diversity on the Internet, and 2) to propose a
research agenda that can address the many questions raised

BACKGROUND

become an internationally well-recognized educational slo-
gan, buzzword, catchphrase, and contemporary educational

the digital divide” has become part of the national discourse

public concerns about social inequality and evokes hopes

In addition, “the digital divide is a potent resource whose
symbolicpropertiesandcommunicativepowerhaveactivated
a wide array of participants in the policy debates about how
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term digital divide
vaguelyconceivedofadividebetweenthe information-haves

title, Falling Through the Net.

articles, newswires, and similar mass media sources in the

In developing countries, the digital divide is receiving

“digital divide” in one of Greece’s leading news Web sites
Daily Online (www.in.gr

a high-level forum on public understanding of information

-

technology (IT) experts, educators, social scientists, and
mediapractitioners,presentedtheirviewpointsandcomments

Ironically, while the term digital divide has frequently
appeared in varied contexts, including academic writings,
both the connotative and denotative meanings of it are

prevalent terminologies, suchasdigital equality, information
equality, e-development, network readiness, and so forth,

a shared understanding of what is meant by the digital

these terms while in fact there is no such shared meaning

its minority counterpart of the term digital divide is also in a

collected by the book Pay Attention to the Digital Divide in 
Developing Countries 

talking about the Internet penetration divide among different
socialgroupscategorizedbyage,occupation,andeducational
level, others refer to the concept as an uneven development

whenever the term digital divide is confronted, the following
question can always be raised: In terms of what?

This article intends to introduce a new approach of
operationalizing the digital divide from the perspective

digital divide. Then a
detailedintroductionof theNationalInformatizationQuotient
(NIQ) ispresentedwhichwillbeemployedas theoperational

will investigate thegeographical digital divide indeveloping

CONCEPTUAL REVIEW

involves verbal descriptions of the
essential properties that are to be included in the intended

involves procedures by which a concept is to be observed,

equipment, instruments, and scales involved in measuring

Digital divide is a fresh term not unfamiliar to commu-

called knowledge gap
was developed which was one of the most active inquiry

of knowledge gap mainly concerns the different knowledge
possession through mass media by social groups with varied

of information and communication technologies (ICTs), es-

a divide between the information-haves and have-nots was

-
ity of Internet access and use among different social groups

Falling Through the Net reports represent the most

Internet penetration as the sole indicator of what ‘digital’
means in his construction of the digital divide index (DDI),
while taking age, sex, education, and occupation collec-
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